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Abstract: Several vulnerability analysis techniques in web-based applications detect and report on different types of 
vulnerabilities. However, no single technique provides a generic technology-independent handling of web-
based vulnerabilities. In this paper we present our experience with and experimental exemplification of 
using the Application Vulnerability Description Language (AVDL) to realize a unified data model for 
technology-independent vulnerability analysis of web applications. We also introduce an overview of a new 
web vulnerability analysis framework. This work is part of a project that is funded by the Centre for 
Strategic Infocomm Technologies, Ministry of Defence Singapore. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The rapid rise of corporate web applications offers 
abundant opportunities for e-businesses to flourish. 
However, this also raises many security issues and 
exacerbates the demand for practical customer-
friendly solutions (Raina 2004; Grossman 2007; 
IBM 2007). Most existing approaches are 
technology-specific and concentrate on solutions 
based on the application layer and program code 
(Static analyzers e.g., Pixy (Jovanovic, Kruegel et al. 
2006), WebSSARI (Huang, Yu et al. 2004) and 
PHP’s intrablock and intra/inter procedural 3-tier 
architecture (Xie and Aiken 2006) scan Web 
application source code for vulnerabilities, whereas 
dynamic tools such as WAVES (Huang, Huang et al. 
2003) and PHP’s taintedness tracking (Nguyen-
Tuong, Guarnieri et al. 2005) try to detect attack 
while executing applications). 

In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of 
using the Application Vulnerability Description 
Language (AVDL) (OASIS 2007) to develop a 
unified data model used in a technology-
independent, rule-base solution for vulnerability 
analysis of web-based applications.  

We review other works that relate to web-based 
vulnerability analysis in section 2. In Section 3, we 
present an overview of our approach. In section 4, 
we present vulnerability analysis case studies with 
two web scanners and AVDL as a vulnerability 

description format. The paper concludes with 
Section 5. 

2 RELATED WORKS 

2.1 Web-based Vulnerability 
Taxonomies 

For web applications, which are usually developed 
using high-level declarative languages, the 
vulnerabilities occur frequently in places where the 
script-based algorithms interact with other systems 
or components, such as databases, file systems, 
operating systems, or the network (Dowd, 
McDonald et al. 2006; Stamp 2006). In other words, 
systems can be compromised via web technologies, 
e.g. exploitation via a web script may start a security 
breach. Many web vulnerability classes have also 
been detected, classified and documented via 
technology-specific scanners (Nguyen-Tuong, 
Guarnieri et al. 2005; Dowd, McDonald et al. 2006; 
Siddharth and Doshi 2006; Cova, Felmetsger et al. 
2007; Grossman 2007; IBM 2007). A model of 
vulnerability taxonomy such as (Bishop 1999), 
(Bazaz and Arthur 2007) and (Berghe, Riordan et al. 
2005) has been proposed, on which new analytical 
methodologies may be designed and implemented. 
Others only concentrate research on potential classes 
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Table 1: Vulnerability Detection models and Analysis techniques. 

Negative 
approach 

Match the models of known vulnerabilities against web-based applications to 
identify instances of the modeled vulnerabilities 

Detection 
model 

Positive 
approach 

Use model of expected behavior of application to analyze the application 
behavior to identify abnormality caused by a security violation 

Static 
techniques 

Provide set of pre-execution techniques for predicting dynamic properties of the 
analyzed program 

Analysis 
technique 

Dynamic 
techniques 

Use a series of checks to detect vulnerabilities and prevent attacks at run-time 

 
of vulnerability: cross-site scripting (XSS) 
(Jovanovic, Kruegel et al. 2006), SQL Injection 
(Halfond, Viegas et al. 2006; Kals, Kirda et al. 2006; 
Nguyen-Tuong, Guarnieri et al. 2005). Much 
research work also focused on PHP or the web 
scripting language (JSP, ASP). 

2.2 Web-based Vulnerability Analysis 

Several tools and techniques have been developed to 
analyze vulnerabilities in web-based applications. 
Cova et. al. (Cova, Felmetsger et al. 2007) classify 
vulnerability analysis of web-based applications 
according to detection models and analysis 
techniques (Table 1).   

More recent research proposed vulnerability 
detection methods using static analysis schemes 
(Huang, Yu et al. 2004; Livshits and Lam 2005; 
Minamide 2005; Jovanovic, Kruegel et al. 2006; Xie 
and Aiken 2006), Ghosh et. al. based on fault 
injection  (Ghosh, O'Connor et al. 1998) while 
Halfond et. al. (Halfond, Orso et al. 2006) and 
Nguyen-Tuong et. al. (Nguyen-Tuong, Guarnieri et 
al. 2005) use tainting technique. Another positive 
and dynamic methodology such as penetration 
testing (Hurst 2007) forces anomalous program 
states during application execution to observe 
application behavior and infer the forensics of 
potential vulnerabilities. 

Several techniques are implemented in web 
application scanners (Kals, Kirda et al. 2006; Fong 
and Okun 2007). Scanner output can help to assess 
the security of the web application. However, no 
single scanner provides a technology-independent 
coverage of possible vulnerabilities. An experiment 
conducted by Suto (Suto 2007) on three commercial 
scanners revealed that NTOSpider  scans and covers 
most of the vulnerabilities while other  tools 
AppScan (Watchfire) missed 88% while WebInspect 
(SPIDynamics) missed 95% of the legitimate 
vulnerabilities found by NTOSpider. 

Several automatic tools are developed: Nguyen-
Tuong et. al. (Nguyen-Tuong, Guarnieri et al. 2005) 
using precise tainting over information flow. On the 
other hand, Woo et. al. (Woo, Alhazmi et al. 2006) 
proposed a methodology that must work with web 
browsers. In [29], the authors extended the VDM 
model to AML vulnerability model for web 
applications. Sets of vulnerability discovery data 
were examined and fitted to a vulnerability 
discovery model that will be used for projection of 
both current and future vulnerabilities. 

2.3 Web Vulnerability Description 

Although there are many vulnerability analysis and 
detection tools for web-based applications, none of 
them provides a complete methodology to find more 
vulnerabilities (Cova, Felmetsger et al. 2007). 
Testers and QA team must rely on a combination of 
tools and must understand different vulnerability 
description formats consequently. However, tools 
usually possess overlapping functionalities, raising 
costs, lowering performance, incurring data surplus 
and overheads in vulnerability analysis and 
detection. While there are existing vulnerability 
databases such as (SecurityFocus 2007), Bugtraq 
(SecurityFocus 2007) and CVE (CVE 2007) focus 
on the description of known vulnerabilities, J. 
Steffan and M. Schumacher (Steffan and 
Schumacher 2002) suggest a graph-based 
collaborative attack modeling, which provides 
meaningful knowledge sharing method with more 
detail vulnerability description.  

OASIS recommended using web Application 
Vulnerability Description Language - AVDL 
(OASIS 2004) "a standard XML format that allows 
entities (such as applications, organizations, or 
institutes) to communicate information regarding 
web application vulnerabilities”. The other two are 
Web Application Security standard – WAS and 
VulnXML (OASIS 2007). Among these, AVDL is 
expected to become the most common descriptive
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Figure 1: The framework for Web application vulnerability analysis. 

notation which creates a secure web environment 
that automates mundane security operations. 

3 NEW VULNERABILITY 
ANALYSIS MODEL 

3.1 Analyzing Scanner Output 

Many vulnerabilities are common among different 
web technologies, the rest are particular for each of 
them due to language characteristics, compile 
process, executing methodology. The question is 
how to detect vulnerabilities with least dependence 
on development technologies and programming 
languages. Our approach (Le and Loh 2007) is to 
develop an analysis technique that would cover 
vulnerabilities over multiple web-programming 
technologies. We propose an approach comprising a 
combination of vulnerability scanners to generate 
output and categorization with a language-neutral 
data model using appropriate mining techniques for 
vulnerability data analysis and rule extraction and 
classification. A functional layer with a rule-based 
inference engine and diagnostics capability is 
needed to generate reports for the users (Figure 1). 

3.2 AVDL – Unified Vulnerability 
Description 

AVDL, VulnXML and WAS are XML-based 
standards for describing web application security 
properties and vulnerabilities in uniform way. In our 
research, we use AVDL (OASIS 2004; OASIS 
2004) as a vulnerability description format in the 
data model. The report generated by the inference 
engine will also be AVDL-compliant.  

Many analysis techniques rely on the 
input/output schema and process flow to detect the 
abnormalities which is considered as potential 
signatures of vulnerability. AVDL Traversal 
Structure (TS) output provides information of user-
level transaction activity (Figure 2a). This structure 
describes request/response pair for the round-trip 
HTTP traversal to the server and contains sufficient 
descriptive data (type of request, connection 
methodology, targeted host, URI, protocol version of 
request data, header structure) needed for 
vulnerability analysis. The detected vulnerabilities 
within the web application are described using 
AVDL Vulnerability Probe Structure (VPS) (Figure 
2b). 

3.3 Front End 

Commercially available static analysis tools and 
utilities, shareware and freeware (Insecure.org 2007) 
will be used here for extendability. These tools 
enable detection coverage of a wider web 
technology spectrum or even applications that are 
cooperative. Outputs of these utilities/tools will be 
mined to form a language-neutral data model that 
serves as the data interface to a rule-based inference 
engine. The design of the data model with this 
approach is sufficiently generic to support future 
rule-learning in an adaptive rule-based inference 
engine. Code vulnerability and data integrity rules 
based on standard vulnerability descriptions would 
form the core of the prototype rule-base. 
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3.4 Inference Engine 

The design will incorporate a suitable combination 
of forward and/or backward chaining techniques. As 
a consideration for extension to support learning is 
the incorporation of a fuzzy-neuro network to update 
the rules after conductance of appropriate training.  

This rule-based approach has the following 
advantages: 

a) It will have inherently lower execution 
overheads compared to a run-time 
monitor that is loaded together with the 
suspect/compromised program. 

b) It can also flexibly handle programs based 
on an arbitrary programming language 
and suspected malware/compromised 
application(s). 

c) It avoids the need to compress large 
execution control traces and the use of 
pattern matching techniques. 

d) More tractable approach than defining a 
high-level specification language. 

4 CASE STUDIES 

We conducted case study with Acunetix Cross Site 
Scripting scanner (Free edition) (Acunetix 2007) and 
IBM Rational AppScan evaluation version 
(Watchfire 2007) to test whether web application 
scanners can cover the same amount of 
vulnerabilities and provide equivalent outputs. Then, 
we used AVDL to provide a descriptive format to 
specifying the architectural views of real 
vulnerabilities. Because both scanners do not 
support AVDL we make use of an AVDL schema to 

describe the scanner outputs and evaluate if the 
AVDL formatted outputs deliver the same effective 
description as the original outputs.  

The case study is performed on 
http://demo.testfire.net/ website (Microsoft IIS 6.0 
server, APS.NET) provided by IBM Rational 
AppScan evaluation version. Acunetix Free edition 
can only detect Cross Site Scripting vulnerabilities 
on demo website. 

Results from test cases show that IBM Rational 
AppScan detects 79 Security issues in which 7 are 
XSS vulnerabilities (Figure 3 in Appendix) while 
Acunetix discovered 73 XSS vulnerabilities (Figure 
4 in Appendix). However, Acunetix counts the total 
instance of vulnerabilities according to variants of 
each exploit was tested while AppScan counts on the 
vulnerable positions in file which was scanned. The 
number of variants of same vulnerability is also 
different in two scanners. AppScan found 
vulnerabilities in more files than Acunetix did. This 
result (Table 2) may indicate that different scanners 
do not cover same vulnerabilities and they do not 
provide complete scanning solution even within the 
same application. Moreover, the vulnerability 
outputs of each of the two scanners are specific to 
itself and do not provide equivalent and relevant 
information. 

Users often have a vague idea on how to 
approach a vulnerability description when 
referencing the output of more than one scanner. In 
this experiment, we use AVDL schema (OASIS 
2003) to describe the XSS vulnerability extracted 
from scanners output. First, we list all files which 
contain XSS vulnerabilities. Then, we compare and 
select exploit variants together with detail 
description of vulnerability. The result is a generic 
XSS vulnerability description of tested website. 
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Request

Response

Vulnerability 
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Summary 
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Test Script 
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Figure 2: AVDL: (a) Traversal structure and (b) Vulnerability Probe structure. 
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Table 2: XSS vulnerabilities detected. 

 Vulnerable files Variants # vulnerabilities  
Acunetix 4 73 73 
AppScan 6 76 7 

During the case study, we discovered that the use of 
AVDL is highly effective in making the concept of 
vulnerability concrete and tangible. With the aid of 
AVDL, web application vulnerability is no longer an 
abstract, overlapping and error-prone idea but a 
tangible object of modeling and analytical 
specification process. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Web applications having become popular, wide 
spread and rapidly proliferated raises many security 
issues and exacerbates the demand for practical 
solutions. Manual security solutions targeted at these 
vulnerabilities are language-dependent, type-
specific, labor-intensive, expensive and error-prone. 
In this paper, we have evaluated the use of a 
language-neutral data model as part of a new 
framework for web application vulnerability 
analysis. Our framework is extendible being based 
on existing web application scanners and AVDL as a 
uniform vulnerability description format.  

At the current stage, we conduct case studies 
with different web application scanners and 
evaluating their outputs using AVDL. We continue 
with the unified data model as a data interface for 
the rule-based inference engine which incorporates 
vulnerability analysis and prediction capability. In 
due course, we hope to provide a commercializable 
tool to web site administrators and web developers 
to actively secure their applications. 
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APPENDIX 

Figure 3 and figure 4 are listed in this section due to 
their over size.  
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Figure 3: AppScan result screen shot. 

 

Figure 4: Acunetix Cross Site Scripting results screen shot. 
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